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The Ridges of Dansketinde

T he Staunings Alps are a superb and extensive range of glaciated alpine
peaks. Covering 6000krn2, they occupy the larger part of the Scoresby

Land peninsula, about halfway up Greenland's eastern coast. Dansketinde
(2930m), their highest peak, stands almost at the northern edge of the range,
and is a shapely and imposing mountain. From the north it presents a mainly
snowy and glacial appearance, but from the south it is a different matter,
with jagged ridges and pillars of sound golden granite rising to twin summits
connected by an airy snow an~te. Immediately to the south lies Col Major
(201Om), a high plateau-like pass between the wide Gully Gletscher to the
west and the even broader Bersaerkerbrae Glacier to the east. Col Major is
surrounded by lesser peaks and, with its elevated position and fine views,
eastwards to Kong Oscars Fjord, and westwards to the Greenland ice cap,
it makes an excellent base for a climbing expedition.

Dansketinde itself has three major ridges. The most impressive of these
is the south, a perfect dream of a line, sinuous and compelling, that divides
Col Major neatly into two and then soars, direct and ever-steepening, to
the summit. Bounding the western rim of Col Major is the D0d0enryggen
(Dead Eagle Range), a series of subsidiary peaks connected to Dansketinde
by the south-west ridge. In contrast to the south ridge, the south-west is most
difficult in its lower half where the pinnacles of the Fortress and the Great
Gendarme give it an impregnable appearance. Higher up it eases into snow
fields, before steepening again in a fmal flourish under the western summit.
The D0d0enryggen and the south-west ridge meet at a tiny but perfectly
formed peak called the Jaalspids and its southerly pass of Col Wyn. Finally,
to the north-west, and gained from Col Major via a crossing of Col Wyn,
lies the north-west ridge, a spectacular stegosaurus's spine, that rises from
a high col between Dansketinde and its westerly neighbour Norseketinde
(2860m), before meeting the south-west ridge at the western summit.

The Scottish Mountaineering Club has long been closely associated with
exploration in the Staunings, and it was as a member of the 1996 SMC
team that I first visited the area. This was an exciting expedition from the
start as Ian Angel had managed to persuade our pilot to land the ski
equipped Twin Otter on Col Major itself. The skill of this landing (and the
gripping effect it had on us passengers) may be gauged from imagining
landing in a similar aeroplane on the Col du Midi. Once we had recovered,
we were intrigued to see the pilots busy photographing the aircraft from all
angles. They proudly informed us that no one had ever landed there before;
we weren't surprised.
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We climbed nearly all the peaks around Col Major, including the three
major summits of the D0d0enryggen. Two of these were first ascents, but it
was disappointing to fmd a cairn on the third - some Norwegians had
beaten us to it earlier in the year. Several members of the team also ascended
Dansketinde by the Original Route - this we reckoned to be only the seventh
ascent. This climb follows steepening snow to a high pass on the east side
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of the mountain, between Dansketinde and the Hjornespids (2860m),
its spectacular easterly neighbour. The route then takes a hidden couloir of
no great difficulty up the east face to gain a straightforward snow ridge that
leads to the eastern and higher of the two summits. Here, among the summit
blocks, is a small cairn, and secreted within is a rusty sardine tin, carefully
wrapped in layers of plastic and old bootlace. This contained a record of all
ascents of Dansketinde since the fIrst. I say contained, because one nameless
member of that '96 expedition managed to drop the contents of the tin
down a deep crevice from where they could not be recovered. Fortunately
he was able to remember much of what was written and replaced them
with a note.

The Original Route was first climbed in 1954 by J Hailer, W Diehl and
F Schwartzenbach, members of a Swiss team of geologists. This was only
the third expedition to the Staunings, the first having been in 1950.
Ten years later, the Italian Guido Monzino and some of his team made the
second ascent of Dansketinde via a new route from the Vikingbrae up the
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hanging glacier of the north-east face. The only other new route on the
peak was made by an SMC team in May 1994. Starting from a camp on the
Bersaerkerbrae, Tim Pettifer and John Morrison made an advanced base at
the top of the Col Major Couloir and then climbed the steep south-eastern
face between the south ridge and the Original Route via a series of interlinked
snow patches. They reached the summit ridge but, daunted by various rock
towers ahead, abseiled back down the line rather than continue to the
summit itself. This climb was technically reasonably straightforward - alpine
D with occasional pitches of Scottish IV - but quite a bold undertaking on
fairly unconsolidated snow overlying granite slabs. None of the three main
ridges had been climbed, or even attempted.

Such was the situation pertaining in 1996 when our SMC expedition
arrived. Having warmed up with the D0d0emyggen climbs, the younger
members of the team were keen to make their mark with a major new route
on a high peak. Jonathan Preston and I had settled on the north-west ridge
of Dansketinde, as, though the furth.est ridge from our base camp, it looked
considerably easier than the other two. Unfortunately Colwyn Jones and
John Bickerdike had rather overdone it the day before and were in no
condition to depart at 4am when Jonathan and I crept out of the camp. It
was a beautiful morning, clear and cold with a frost crisping the snow pack.
We soon crossed Col Wyn, and made a long and rather unnerving
descending traverse on rock-hard black ice on to a minor glacier that led
towards our route. The 500m grade III 'Preston-Reid' Couloir was climbed
to gain the ridge. It is engraved on my mind as a place where I had to stop
and take a hanging belay to answer an urgent call of nature Ca constant diet
of dehydrated food does strange things to one's digestion) and was then
accompanied up the rest of the gully by pieces of toilet tissue wafted on the
updraft.

At the top of the couloir we bypassed an enormous cornice the size of
Kilnsey Main Overhang and were soon moving together up a steep
snowfield that led, via occasional mixed sections, to the crest of the ridge.
This appeared so steep and forbidding that initially we tried to pass it on
the left flank, but after half a pitch of loose verglassed slabs we changed our
minds and scuttled back down and on up to the crest. With some misgivings,
Jonathan led off up a vertical groove with a roof at its top. Fortunately this
proved far simpler than it looked as there were holds everywhere and huge
jugs over the roof. My easier-looking pitch beyond actually turned out to
be one of the more difficult sections of the route, with shattered grey rock
untypical of the ridge. Beyond stretched an amazing line of gigantic gilded
gendarmes, rising out of a swirling mist that was beginning to creep up
from the valley and encircle the mountain. We had now been on the move
for over 15 hours, but any rests we took were brief. It was cold in the cloud
and the occasional snowflake did not encourage us to linger. However the
climbing was surprisingly straightforward, no harder than Hard Severe on
the whole. At one point we resorted to a pendulum to overcome a short
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difficulty, but I am sure if we had troubled to stop and don rock shoes, it
would have gone free at about HVS. It was just beyond this that we
encountered the worst pitch of the climb - needless to say it was my lead
again. I teetered across a nightmare wall of pulverised gravel, disintegrating
flakes, and barely poised blocks, distributing my weight like a spider, and
scarcely daring to breathe. Amazingly, at the end of a 60m run out, with
hardly a runner worth having, I reached a vast and reassuringly solid spike.
Flinging the rope around it, I breathed a silent prayer.

Jonathan followed through and disappeared thankfully into a chimney
that led to snow. Crampons came out and we soon reached the western
summit. By now it was snowing heavily and visibility was virtually zero.
For a moment we were stymied and with befuddled brains consulted our
compasses, trying to remember whether the 40° or so of magnetic variation
should be added or subtracted. Then a sudden shaft of midnight sun
penetrated the gloom and for one vital second illuminated a slender snow
rib that arced into inky blackness. Cautiously we followed this, conscious
of treading a tenuous path between the Scylla of heavily-laden snow slopes
on one side and a Charybidis of cornices on the other. A slight shadow
ahead alarmed me and I got Jonathan to take a belay and inched towards it
on my hands and knees, fearing a crevasse or avalanche scar. At less than a
yard away it resolved into a footprint. We had joined the Original Route,
ascended by our companions a few days earlier. The summit was to hand
and our descent route was marked. Some 24 hours after setting out, we
crawled back into our tent and were soon dead to the world. The following
day, honour was restored when John and Colwyn made the first ascent of
the south ridge of the Hjornespids, a long and technical TD+ climb, but
there was insufficient time left for a serious attempt at the south ridge of
Dansketinde.

I often thought about that dream line, but it was not until July 2003 that
I finally returned to Dansketinde. Colwyn Jones and Jonathan Preston were
again in the team, along with a last-minute but very welcome substitute,
Hamish Irvine. Air Iceland had decided it was too dangerous to try landing
an aeroplane on Col Major again. While secretly relieved, we did not give
much for our chances if we had to attempt the route from a base camp on
the Bersaerkerbrae, so opted for the more expensive helicopter approach.
After the normal minor hiccups, this duly landed us on the col, where
Colwyn and I had picked out our old base campsite. Whilst this wasn't
quite at the start of the route, it is an utterly magical place it was brilliant
to be back. It also gave us a good view of encroaching weather as one could
easily see a hundred kilometres and more to east and west. Behind us
towered the picturesque snow peak of Lambeth, and all around, the most
wonderful panorama imaginable, but my eyes were ever drawn northwards,
to the south ridge.

.Mindful of previous expeditions where we had burnt ourselves out
attempting something too hard too soon, this year we planned to acclimatise
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on the Original Route. This didn't go quite as smoothly as intended, the
state of the bergschrund being considerably worse than in '96 and snow
conditions poor in the lower half; so it was a rather tired party that returned
to base some nine hours later.

After two very windy days, better conditions allowed us to ski out on a
recce. At the base of the ridge is a virtually independent foot section that
we had already christened the Douglas Boulder. The climbing began
abysmally, with two pitches of very loose ground, but higher up we gained
a fine an~te and enjoyed an alpine-type traverse, before an unlikely but
straightforward descent led us to Snow Col at the start of the ridge proper.
Strong winds confined us for another two days, after which the weather
cleared and all four of us set off back to Snow Col, reaching it at 4.30am.

The first pitch was fantastic, a steep but easy granite wall, followed by a
rather harder, slabby one. Above, the ridge assumed a more laid back
character and we moved together for several hundred metres. Gradually
the ridge narrowed and steepened. Blank walls were overcome by slight
descending traverses, nearly always to the east, and occasional loose sections
were amply compensated for by some magnificent pitches on perfect rock,
the best being Jonathan's lead of a SOm slab of granite featuring a superb
jamming crack that went at a sustained 4c with awesome exposure.

But truth to tell, none of us were as fit as we would have liked, nor,
despite the best of intentions, were we taking the route very sensibly. After
18 hours more or less continuously on the go, our lack of fitness became
apparent at a very steep-looking 30m wall. Although we were now high on
the route, verglassed rock, snowed-up holds, exhaustion, hunger, strength
ening winds, and various other excuses (all of which seemed perfectly valid
at the time) conspired to persuade us that putting our tails between our legs
was the better part of valour.

Fifteen abseils and six hours later, as we stood on the glacier watching
sun-loosed rocks bouncing down the line of our retreat, I had second
thoughts, and was already hatching plans to redress the balance. These
included an attempt on the south-west ridge, and here we had better success.

After several days of strong winds that once again confined us to the
tents, we finally saw a clearing in the cloud and set off. After our south
ridge experience, we decided to climb the lower stages at 'night' so that as
we grew more tired higher up, we could stop and rest in increasingly warm
conditions. This proved a wise move, and can be highly recommended for

Left

29. Dansketinde (2930m): aerial view taken in 2000. The obvious line of the south
ridge is in the centre of the photo. The north-west ridge takes the left-hand
skyline, and the south-west ridge follows the line of sunlit gendarmes just below
the north-west ridge. The Original Route takes a hidden couloir just behind the
right-hand skyline. The fine summit on the right is the Hjornespids, and Col
Major is the snow bowl in the foreground. (Colin Read)
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any long Greenland climb. A straightforward bergschrund and snow slope
led to a col at the foot of the ridge. Here we had a choice: stick to the true
crest for what looked like fairly technical and sustained rock-climbing, or
take a line just below the crest on the west side where we could see snowfields
and icefalls interrupted by the occasional rock band. Provided we could
bypass these bands, progress should be rapid. Having failed on one route
due to technical rock, we chose the latter option. An intriguing line of Severe
chimneys and snowfields led to an awkward downward traverse across a
leaning wall. This gained us a Nevis-like gully with a series of grade V
pitches, the first on water ice and the next three mixed. An exposed groove
gained respite in the form of easy snowfields and we emerged, blinking
into the sunlight, and admired a rose pink Norseketinde to our west.

Beyond the snowfield, a last castellated tower offered several possibilities
and we followed our noses up the most central one. This proved a good
choice. After three more pitches at around grade IV we popped out, like
corks from champagne bottles, on to the summit ridge. Another rope length
and we were basking in evening sun on the small tower of the western
summit. We returned to our camp via the main summit and a descent of
the Original Route - 29 hours in all, and it felt like it.

Fortunately, the next day the weather clagged in so we could legitimately
doss in our tents. But the day after was fine and we only had three days left
of the expedition. No one could be persuaded to stir, however, and I spent
frustrating hours peering up through binoculars at what we had christened
the 'Impossible Wall', trying to convince myself (and anyone else who would
listen) that it was nowhere near as bad as we had thought. Amazingly the
weather held, and though Colwyn was still out of action, Jonathan and
Hamish agreed to have another shot.

This time, having learnt from our mistakes, we didn't leave base camp
until4pm, and by the time we had regained Snow Col it was 6pm. It was a
delightful evening, warm and still, with the sunlit rock feeling perfect to
the touch.

Knowing where we were going, and climbing in a three, meant we made
good time. At lam we started up JP's slab, as we had named the finest
feature of the route, and by 6am we had reached the foot of the Impossible
Wall. The sun was just coming onto it and it looked considerably more
benign, nonetheless I still felt a few collywobbles as I geared up. Leaving
the sack to be hauled, I made a stiff pull onto a ledge system, traversed
rightwards, teetered under a shattered roof and stepped out awkwardly into
a hanging groove. And then I laughed. There were holds everywhere and
the deceptive groove was hardly more than Severe. Even better, where it
blanked out at the top, concealed scoops and ledges led easily back left to
our goal, a notch in the ridge. Two more airy but straightforward pitches
and we were breakfasting on a sunlit ledge in sight of the final headwall.
This looked a daunting prospect, but I was confident we could outflank it
on the right. After several pitches of relatively straightforward snow,



30. Dansketinde south ridge first attempt; Jonathan Preston leading the superb
'JP's slab'. (Stephen Reid)



31. Looking up the south ridge of Dansketinde with the south-west ridge on the left.
The unclimbed South Pillar leads straight to the summit (centre photo) and would
form an obvious target for future expeditions. (Stephen Reid)

32. South ridge of Dansketinde, second attempt/first ascent; Stephen Reid on
'Impossible Wall' at the point that a traverse left must be made to a notch.
(Hamish [rvine)
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Jonathan was leading a rising diagonal line under the headwall when he
ran out of rope under a deep cleft on its right-hand side. Taking a belay,
and glancing up, he saw that this ice-fIlled chimney was, in fact, a through
route. It was too good an opportunity to miss and I clawed my way up
grade V ice in what Hamish dubbed 'Reid's Hole', to emerge on to easy
snow slopes within view of the summit. Two long traversing pitches
outflanked subsidiary towers and it was my lead again for the fInal pitch, a
fIne red groove that ended right at the summit block, giving a perfect fInish
to a perfect climb.

ThorougWy elated, we nevertheless took due care descending thigh-deep
sugary snow on the Original Route before regaining our skis and skinning
gratefully back to camp, some 30 hours after setting out. Sleep was what
we wanted most, but what we got was whisky, oatcakes and an impromptu
party, as we gathered round the rubbish bonfIre and packed up the camp.
The helicopter was due in less than 12 hours.

The three ridges of Dansketinde have now been climbed, and I feel very
privileged to have been on the fIrst ascents of all of them. In alpine terms
both the south and south-west ridges would be graded TD+, whilst the
north-west is easier at TD-. All are quite long undertakings, the south ridge
providing well over 2000m of climbing. Any competent party visiting the
area would no doubt enjoy repeating them, but more attractive perhaps are
the plentiful possibilities for new routes. On Dansketinde itself, the true
crest of the south-west ridge would make a fIne objective for a team of
good rock climbers, as would the south pillar, a magnifIcent tower-like
feature in the back of the combe between the south and south-west ridges.

To the left of the south pillar, a soaring narrow gully beguiles; it would
require a fast 'night time' ascent. To the west of the south-west ridge, a
broad snow couloir should provide a relatively straightforward route up
the unclimbed west face, whilst scattered around Col Major are numerous
other opportunities, many of a technical nature. Foremost among these
would be the West Face of the Hjornespids, a steep snow face capped by a
vertical rock spire. Further afIeld, in the Seftroms area, the south face of
Sussex offers a breath-taking 800m wall of perfect granite that has already
repulsed one SMC party, and on the Bersaerkerbrae, the icy north face of
the Bersaerkertinde is an obvious target that has repulsed another.

Information
The Staunings Alps lie north of the Arctic Circle and within the Greenland
National Park; access is governed by the Danish Polar Centre. The range
enjoys 24-hour daylight for much of the year, thus obviating the need to
carry bivvi gear, and there are two major climbing seasons: July/August
when conditions are similar to, but slightly colder than the Alps in summer,
and April/May when alpine winter conditions prevail. The latter period is
ideal for ski-touring. The expeditions described here were both undertaken
during summer. Helicopter costs could be greatly reduced by getting several
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expeditions to visit the range at the same time, thus sharing the transfer fee
for flying the helicopter from Constable Point to Mesters Vig (ca £2000
each time in 2003) so that each expedition only pays a portion of this plus
their flights into the range (ca £900). Using teams of three might mean
that, with care, only one flight in would be required, rather than the two
that we took, although all these ideas could go awry if Mesters Vig airstrip
is closed. Cheaper still would be to put together a party of eight and charter
a Twin Otter, though that would not be ideal for Col Major.

Summary: First ascents of the SW and S ridges of Oansketinde (2930m) in
the Staunings Alps, Greenland, by Stephen Reid and Jonathan Preston.
Both routes TO+. Other members of the party were Hamish Irvine and
Colwyn Jones.

Important publications .
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in American Alpine Journal, Vol 22, No I, Issue 53, 125-152, 1979.
Oolfi Rotovnik and Peter Sondergaard (Oansk Bjergklub), 'Mountain

eering in Greenland 1977-1986' in American Alpine Journal, Vol 30,
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More recent editions of the AAJ have a lengthy annual roundup - the
2002 edition has 13 pages devoted to ' Climbs & Expeditions: Green
land'. The Alpine Journal is also very useful in this respect.
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